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Abstract: Atmospheric gravity waves (AGWs) are among the important energy and momentum
transfer mechanisms from the troposphere to the middle and upper atmosphere. Despite their
understood importance in governing the structure and dynamics of these regions, mesospheric
AGWs remain poorly measured globally, and largely unconstrained in numerical models. Since late
2011, the Suomi National Polar-orbiting Partnership (NPP) Visible/Infrared Imaging Radiometer
Suite (VIIRS) day–night band (DNB) has observed global AGWs near the mesopause by virtue of its
sensitivity to weak emissions of the OH* Meinel bands. The wave features, detectable at 0.75 km spatial
resolution across its 3000 km imagery swath, are often confused by the upwelling emission of city
lights and clouds reflecting downwelling nightglow. The Ionosphere, Mesosphere, upper Atmosphere
and Plasmasphere (IMAP)/ Visible and near-Infrared Spectral Imager (VISI) O2 band, an independent
measure of the AGW structures in nightglow based on the International Space Station (ISS) during
2012–2015, contains much less noise from the lower atmosphere. However, VISI offers much coarser
resolution of 14–16 km and a narrower swath width of 600 km. Here, we present preliminary results
of comparisons between VIIRS/DNB and VISI observations of AGWs, focusing on several concentric
AGW events excited by the thunderstorms over Eastern Asia in August 2013. The comparisons point
toward suggested improvements for future spaceborne airglow sensor designs targeting AGWs.
Keywords: gravity waves; airglow; satellites; sensors; thunderstorm
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1. Introduction
Atmospheric gravity waves (AGWs) arise from disturbances in which gravity and buoyancy
act as the restoring forces on air parcels displaced from their level of hydrostatic equilibrium [1–3].
AGWs are among the most important energy transfer mechanisms from the troposphere into the
stratosphere, mesosphere, and thermosphere. Through their transport of energy and momentum
upward, AGWs play a governing role in the structure and circulation of the middle and upper
atmosphere [3–7].
The motivation for a better understanding of AGWs is well founded. Turbulence from AGW
breaking influences the vertical distribution of composition in the thermosphere (such as atomic
oxygen abundance) in a way that is highly relevant to thermospheric neutral density and ionospheric
electron density [8,9]. AGWs with small amplitudes and long wavelengths, or secondary waves from
AGW breaking, can reach the thermosphere and directly influence the thermosphere and ionosphere
e.g., [10–13]. Since AGWs are mostly transient, ephemeral and episodic, their global temporal and
spatial characteristics are poorly understood—especially above the stratopause, where global AGW
observations from state-of-art remote sensing technology are rare. Here, new and unprecedented
satellite-measurements of atmospheric airglow may begin to fill our current gaps in coverage
and understanding.
Airglow emissions are caused by chemiluminescent processes occurring in the upper atmosphere
e.g., [14–16], predominately from excited hydroxyl (OH*), molecular oxygen (O2 ), sodium (Na) and
atomic oxygen (OI). This signal has been widely utilized to observe AGWs in the Earth’s mesopause
region by way of ground-based cameras/imagers or even the naked eye since 1970s and 1980s
e.g., [17–25]. Over recent decades, numerous studies of AGWs have used ground airglow imagers.
Statistical climatology of airglow AGW parameters (e.g., horizontal wavelengths, periods, propagation
directions and velocities, momentum flux) at selected locations has been reported e.g., [26–34]. Airglow
imagers have been utilized to study the relation between AGWs in the mesopause and their terrestrial
sources, such as thunderstorms [35–40], orography [41], and even hurricanes and typhoons [42].
On one hand, ground airglow imagers or cameras can provide the high spatial (sub-km) and
temporal (seconds to minutes) resolution measurements of airglow AGWs. On the other, ground
imagers have limited spatial coverage (~500 km × 500 km) unless a wide network of ground imagers is
established [40]. Regardless of ground network size, the observations are subject to weather conditions
(i.e., cloud obscuration at local to synoptic scales). Owing to logistical challenges of deployment,
airglow imager observations over the expansive oceanic basins are non-existent, or at best, very rare.
Space-borne airglow AGW sensors can fill these gaps.
In this paper, we conduct a preliminary comparison of AGW observations by two space-borne
airglow sensors offering varied capability to observe airglow AGWs as a way to understand their
joint performance and gain insight on future space-borne sensor designs. This is a preliminary study
because a systematic comparison between the AGWs in two sensors is not presented in this paper.
Because coordinated observations of AGWs were not originally planned, these two sensors were on
very different orbits with different viewing conditions. Therefore, there were not many simultaneous
AGW observations by both sensors. Section 2 introduces the two space-borne sensors considered in
this study: (i) the day–night band (DNB) on the Visible/Infrared Imaging Radiometer Suite (VIIRS)
carried on the Suomi National Polar-orbiting Partnership (Suomi NPP) satellite, and (ii) the Visible
and near-Infrared Spectral Imager (VISI) on the Ionosphere, Mesosphere, upper Atmosphere and
Plasmasphere (IMAP) carried on the International Space Station (ISS). Section 3 presents examples and
basic analysis of simultaneous airglow AGW observations using the two satellite sensors. Section 4
discuses implications of these findings, and concludes the paper.
2. Instrumentation
Space-borne airglow AGW observations recently became available with modern high-resolution
high-sensitivity sensor techniques. The nadir-viewing VIIRS/DNB on Suomi NPP, operated by the
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National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA), was launched on 28 October 2011.
Suomi NPP flies in the 834 km altitude sun-synchronous polar orbit with local equator crossing times
of 01:30 p.m. and 01:30 a.m. A second DNB now flies on the Joint Polar Satellite System-1 (JPSS-1),
flying in the same orbital plane as Suomi NPP but 12 -orbit (~50 min) ahead. The DNB radiometer
was designed for detection of very faint nocturnal signals, e.g., lunar reflectance of clouds and the
surface, with a 505–890 nm band pass [43]. Its imagery has a nearly constant spatial resolution of
~0.75 km across a 3000 km swath width, and provides global coverage, (e.g., NASA WorldView
https://worldview.earthdata.nasa.gov/). Miller et al. [44] demonstrate that DNB is also able to detect
the weak emissions, both reflected downwelling and direct upwelling, of OH* Meinel band airglow
emissions (OH(8-3) at 730 nm, OH(4,0) at 753 nmOH(9-4) at 776 nm, OH(5-1) at 792 nm) originating
from ~85 km on moonless nights (spanning about half of each ~29 day lunar cycle). Other airglow
emissions (O2 (0-0) at 762 nm, O2 (0-1) at 867.7 nm, OI at 557.7 nm, Na at 589 nm) are weaker relative
to the OH* Meinel band airglow. This airglow sensing capability has been utilized to study AGWs
around the world [45], including thunderstorm and tropical cyclone generated AGWs [12,46–49] and
mesospheric bores [50,51].
While the DNB’s capability to detect AGWs was unplanned, the IMAP/VISI was designed
specifically for that purpose. VISI flew on board the Japanese module of the ISS at ~408 km to
study airglow structures [52] between October 2012 to September 2015 at the latitude range of 54◦
S–54◦ N. VISI is an imaging spectrograph operating two Field of View (FOV) pointing 45◦ forward
and 45◦ backward to nadir. The spectrometer consists of objective lens, collimator optics and CCD
sensor. The spectral resolution of VISI is ~1 nm/pixel. In nominal operation mode, VISI observes three
nightglow emissions, OH* Meinel (8-3) (730 nm), O2 (0-0) atmospheric (762 nm) and O(1 D) (630 nm) [52].
The VISI OH* channel was contaminated with background city lights and reflected moonlight from
clouds, similar to DNB. Since these signals are largely absorbed by O2 in the lower atmosphere, only the
O2 emission at ~95 km has been used to study global AGWs including mesospheric bores so far [53–57].
VISI data have a horizontal resolution of 14–16 km and a 600 km swath width for the O2 emission.
Thus, in comparison to the wide swath of VIIRS/DNB, VISI offered relatively narrow spatial coverage.
Table 1 compares the specifications of VISI and VIIRS/DNB.
Table 1. Specifications of Visible and near-Infrared Spectral Imager (VISI) and the Visible/Infrared
Imaging Radiometer Suite (VIIRS) day–night band (DNB).
Technique

Dates

Spectrum

Horizontal Resolution

Swath Width

Latitude Range

VISI

Imaging spectrograph

9/2012–8/2015

630–762 nm

14–16 km

600 km

54◦ S–54◦ N

VIIRS/DNB

Radiometer

11/2011–present

505–890 nm

0.75 km

3000 km

90◦ S–90◦ N

This study comprises of an initial effort to co-locate and compare AGW observations from these
two spaceborne airglow sensors. The principal objective of this comparison is to understand the
nuances of each measurement in terms of AGW sensitivity and characterization, providing context to
the capabilities and limitations of the current sensors while helping to inform decisions on the design
of future observing systems.
3. AGW Observations
VISI and VIIRS/DNB operations overlapped between September 2012 and August 2015. On several
nights during August 2013, the two sensors captured simultaneous (in close space/time proximity)
observations of concentric AGWs in Eastern Asia. AGWs in the O2 emission at ~95 km detected
by VISI are ~10 km higher than the OH* Meinel band signal detected by DNB at ~85 km. The OH*
channel in VISI is not suitable for AGW studies due to low signal to noise level and noisy background.
Xu et al. [40] show that a large number of thunderstorms occurring throughout Northern China during
portions of August 2013 excited many concentric AGWs that propagated into the stratosphere and
mesopause region. “Overshooting” of the tropopause by these thunderstorms is suggested to be
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(c)
Figure 1. (a) The DNB image around 17:37 UTC on 9 August 2013 and (b) the enlarged atmospheric
Figure 1. (a) The DNB image around 17:37 UTC on 9 August 2013 and (b) the enlarged atmospheric
gravitaty wave (AGW) image over ShanDong Peninsula, China. (c) VISI AGWs in the O 762 nm
gravitaty wave (AGW) image over ShanDong Peninsula, China. (c) VISI AGWs in the O2 7622 nm
emission (forward view) around 18:25 UTC on 9 August 2013 over China. The map sizes of 1a and 1c
emission (forward view) around 18:25 UTC on 9 August 2013 over China. The map sizes of 1a and 1c
are identical. The red box in 1a indicates the geographic range of 1b.
are identical. The red box in 1a indicates the geographic range of 1b.

AGW horizontal wavelengths were derived for this case by measuring the distances between
AGW horizontal wavelengths were derived for this case by measuring the distances between
several adjacent bright bands (wave crests) and dividing by the number of bands considered.
several adjacent bright bands (wave crests) and dividing by the number of bands considered. For
For example, the averaged horizontal wavelength between points A and B is ~30 km and between C and
example, the averaged horizontal wavelength between points A and B is ~30 km and between C and
D is ~22 km, as illustrated by Figure 1b. Because the nadir viewing satellite images from VIIRS/DNB
D is ~22 km, as illustrated by Figure 1b. Because the nadir viewing satellite images from VIIRS/DNB
and VISI lack both temporal and vertical resolution, AGW vertical wavelengths and periods cannot
and VISI lack both temporal and vertical resolution, AGW vertical wavelengths and periods cannot
be derived.
be derived.
It should be noted that the horizontal dark band in Figure 1a is not an AGW feature, but an artifact of
It should be noted that the horizontal dark band in Figure 1a is not an AGW feature, but an
the stray light correction. Stray light is a term describing direct sunlight that enters the optical assembly
artifact of the stray light correction. Stray light is a term describing direct sunlight that enters the
and contaminates the DNB Earth-scene imagery. The contamination near the day/night terminator,
optical assembly and contaminates the DNB Earth-scene imagery. The contamination near the
and so the associate imagery artifact migrates north/south with the seasons. A post-processing
day/night terminator, and so the associate imagery artifact migrates north/south with the seasons. A
correction predicts this space/time-varying stray light signal and subtracts it. The lookup tables are
post-processing correction predicts this space/time-varying stray light signal and subtracts it. The
computed monthly. However, the migration of the stray light zone is continuous. As such, there are
lookup tables are computed monthly. However, the migration of the stray light zone is continuous.
times near the end of a month, before the new table is applied, where there is a slight mismatch
As such, there are times near the end of a month, before the new table is applied, where there is a
between the assumed and actual location of the stray light zone. For August 2013, the stray light
slight mismatch between the assumed and actual location of the stray light zone. For August 2013,
zone is retreating to the north, but the correction assumes (incorrectly) that it is positioned slightly
the stray light zone is retreating to the north, but the correction assumes (incorrectly) that it is
further south. The mismatch results in an overcorrection on the southern fringe, producing imagery
positioned slightly further south. The mismatch results in an overcorrection on the southern fringe,
that is too dark there. In addition to stray light artifacts, there are detector striping patterns in the
producing imagery that is too dark there. In addition to stray light artifacts, there are detector
VIIRS/DNB imagery, arising from slight differences in detector response which appear prominent when
striping patterns in the VIIRS/DNB imagery, arising from slight differences in detector response
considering these airglow signals, which reside close to the sensor’s noise floor.
which appear prominent when considering these airglow signals, which reside close to the sensor’s
Figure 1c displays the corresponding VISI concentric AGWs for this same case, as observed in the
noise floor.
O2 emission within the sensor’s forward view at ~1825 UTC; about one hour after the DNB observation
Figure 1c displays the corresponding VISI concentric AGWs for this same case, as observed in
shown in Figure 1. The backward VISI view (not shown) contains a similar AGW pattern. These AGWs
the O2 emission within the sensor’s forward view at ~1825 UTC; about one hour after the DNB
were likely excited by the same storm system in China, as Xu et al. [40] suggested. Because of its
observation shown in Figure 1. The backward VISI view (not shown) contains a similar AGW
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coarser resolution, only coarser-scale AGWs (>50 km horizontal wavelength) can be seen. Here,
the average wavelength, computed via the same procedure as in Figure 1b, was ~52 km. In contrast to
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the surface.
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and VISI on the nights of 12–14 August 2013. The capabilities of VIIRS/DNB and VISI observations of
(1000 km × 1000 km) to the east of Northern China (Figure 2c). The concentric structures of the
AGWs are well demonstrated. Although the observational times of VIIRS/DNB and VISI were often
VISI-detected AGWs are not as pristine as those observed on August 9—implying superposition of
several hours apart, both sensors were able to observe the concentric AGWs because the convective
multiple
AGW structures.
sources were sustained over several hours [39].

(a)
Figure 2. Cont.
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Figures 3–5 display additional examples of airglow concentric AGWs seen by both VIIRS/DNB
and VISI on the nights of 12–14 August 2013. The capabilities of VIIRS/DNB and VISI observations of
AGWs are well demonstrated. Although the observational times of VIIRS/DNB and VISI were often
several hours apart, both sensors were able to observe the concentric AGWs because the convective
Atmosphere 2019, 10, 650
8 of 17
sources were sustained over several hours [39].

(a)

(b)
Figure 3. Cont.
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(c)
Figure 3. Similar to Figure 1, collected by VIIRS/DNB at ~19:19 UTC, and collected by VISI at ~15:56
(c)
UT on 12 August 2013.
Figure 3. Similar to Figure 1, collected by VIIRS/DNB at ~19:19 UTC, and collected by VISI at ~15:56 UT
Figure 3. Similar to Figure 1, collected by VIIRS/DNB at ~19:19 UTC, and collected by VISI at ~15:56
on 12 August 2013.
UT on 12 August 2013.
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(c)
Figure
5. Similar
to Figure
1, collected
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UT,by
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Figure
5. Similar
to Figure
1, collected
by VIIRS/DNB
at ~14:17
UT, and
VISI
~15:54
UT on UT
14 on
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2013.
August 2013.

Whereas the temporal mismatches (longer than minutes) between VISI and VIIRS/DNB preclude
Whereas the temporal mismatches (longer than minutes) between VISI and VIIRS/DNB
detailed one-on-one comparisons of the wave structures, bulk properties of wave structures are still
preclude detailed one-on-one comparisons of the wave structures, bulk properties of wave
possible. Table 2 gives the average measured horizontal wavelengths from VIIRS/DNB and VISI.
structures are still possible. Table 2 gives the average measured horizontal wavelengths from
Wave periods, horizontal velocities, vertical wavelengths and amplitudes cannot be measured due to
VIIRS/DNB and VISI. Wave periods, horizontal velocities, vertical wavelengths and amplitudes
the space/time mismatches and coarse temporal sampling limitations. A sensor on a geostationary
cannot be measured due to the space/time mismatches and coarse temporal sampling limitations. A
orbit with fine enough spatial resolution can characterize wave periods and velocities. A temperature
sensor on a geostationary orbit with fine enough spatial resolution can characterize wave periods
mapper such as the incoming Atmospheric Waves Experiment (AWE) can directly measure the wave
and velocities. A temperature mapper such as the incoming Atmospheric Waves Experiment (AWE)
amplitude in temperature. Multiple narrow band channels including Na, O2 and [O] with strong
can directly measure the wave amplitude in temperature. Multiple narrow band channels
including
background suppression can potentially determine the vertical wavelengths based on the phase shift
Na, O2 and [O] with strong background suppression can potentially determine the vertical
through different airglow layers.
wavelengths based on the phase shift through different airglow layers.
Table 2. Horizontal wavelengths of concentric AGWs in August 2013 over Eastern Asia.
Table 2. Horizontal wavelengths of concentric AGWs in August 2013 over Eastern Asia.
8 August 2013
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2013
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47 2013
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Figure 6 provides a direct comparison between VIIRS/DNB (black and white) and VISI (color)
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resolution requires a broadband visible spectrum coverage. Restricting its bandpass to a narrow region
about 762 nm (and thereby enabling more effective filtering of surface light contamination like VISI)
would come at the trade of either lower sensitivity or coarser spatial resolution. Despite its superior
surface light filtering, the next generation of VISI must improve its swath width and spatial resolution
if it is to observe more AGWs across a wider area and at shorter wavelengths like the VIIRS/DNB.
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Because of its relatively narrow swath width of 600 km compared to the 3000 km wide VIIRS/DNB,
the observational coverage of VISI does not provide imagery overlaps for consecutive passes. A swath
width of least 2500 km would be required to avoid coverage gaps on the ISS platform.
4. Discussions and Conclusion
The objective of this paper was to provide a preliminary comparison between airglow-based AGW
observations from two space-borne sensors of very different designs and capabilities, the VIIRS/DNB
and the IMAP/VISI. Numerous concentric AGWs excited by thunderstorms over China in August 2013
provided an opportunity to conduct this first head-to-head comparison.
Whereas both the VIIRS/DNB and VISI demonstrate useful capabilities in terms of airglow AGW
characterization, there are important differences between the two. The VISI O2 762 nm channel is free
from the contaminative effects of city lights, while it is very difficult for the VIIRS/DNB to collect useful
AGW observations over populated areas unless there are clouds that effectively block the upwelling
city light emissions. Owing to the VIIRS/DNB’s higher spatial resolution and wider swath width,
both small- and large-wavelength AGWs can be observed simultaneously. VISI can only observe
AGWs with horizontal wavelengths longer than ~50 km due to its coarser resolution. In terms of
temporal resolution, at the time of this writing both Suomi NPP and the more recently launched
NOAA-20 (18 November 2017) satellite carry the DNB as part of a long-term operational program,
ensuring that these observations will be available in a sustained way for years to come.
This work aims to inform planners on the design of future space-borne sensors to study AGWs
detectable in airglow emissions. Wide field of view, fine horizontal resolution, sensitivity to narrow-band
airglow emission lines, and minimized stray light contamination are highly desired properties. Among
all nightglow emissions in the mesopause region (OH, OI, O2 , Na), the O2 band at 762 nm is ideal
for AGW studies as the strong absorption of O2 in the lower atmosphere filters out the contaminative
background signals from most city lights and moonlight/airglow reflecting clouds. This filtering reduces
ambiguity in identifying AGW features in airglow over most surface types, including population
centers. The auroral oval in the polar region remains an outstanding challenge, as aurorae are bright
with a broad spectrum and reside above the O2 absorption region. Here, additional information such
as a narrowband multispectral low-light imager could help to distinguish aurora from airglow, and
modulate processing in these regions accordingly.
The NOAA JPSS constellation and its VIIRS/DNB sensors will continue operations into the late
2030s. Another Japanese VISI-like observation with a wider FOV is now in the planning stages
for deployment on ISS, while Near-Infrared Airglow Camera (NIRAC) by Aerospace Corporation
is now flying on ISS. The idea of conducting simultaneous nadir overpasses, such that issues
related to AGW evolution and parallax displacement are minimized, would be better for future
head-to-head comparisons.
5. Declarations
Availability of Data and Material
The VIIRS Sensor Data Record data are distributed by the CIMSS Atmospheric Product and
Evaluation and Test Elements (PEATE) and NOAA Comprehensive Large Array—data Stewardship
System (CLASS). The ISS/IMAP data can be requested to the IMAP team. Any inquiries regarding
IMAP/VISI data should be sent to Akinori Saito of Kyoto University (saitoua@kugi.kyoto-u.ac.jp)
and Takeshi Sakanoi of Tohoku University (tsakanoi@pparc.gp.tohoku.ac.jp). The ISS-IMAP/VISI
data will be available on Data ARchives and Transmission System (DARTS) of ISAS/JAXA
(https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=https-3A__www.darts.isas.jaxa.jp_stp_imap_data.
html&d=DwIFaQ&c=ZiMMLwcK1Y0gJjbWwMP8EkDRBmripxV4M6aASFu8qIg&r=gUIdXkchOiKby9hoVw3MAJ0oPD__R7MyPiy3Lzo89M&m=qfK7RnR_cFepstC0tzOObNW78mLoN-iWVF4B5B7AX8&s=jqSYcl-5I3wbBkI9r3BS9fDO64xXUhbHiNJ5HaW_nc4&e=).
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